First level short-and long-range spatial interactions are considered to be processed in the primary visual cortex. In psychophysics, they are measured with two kinds of stimuli, Gabor patches and lines/points. Each has its own short-and long-range definitions. We show that first, in terms of visual angle separation, the two definitions do not correspond to identical scales of interactions and second, that Gabor data can be matched to the lines/points definition by properly considering the observed effects. As a consequence, three regimes of spatial interaction are present: a case where overlapping of stimuli is present, and two others for spatially separated stimuli which we define as the short-and long-range regimes. Both types of stimuli show compatible lateral interactions and, we think, permit the measurement of the same underlying mechanisms.
Introduction
In spatial vision, lateral interactions between stimuli are found for various angular separations (Spillmann & Werner, 1996) . Thus, the expressions ''short-and long-range interactions'' can be used for different scales of spatial separation between visual stimuli. In the case of low level contour integration in the fovea and parafovea, the range is restricted to a few degrees. It is commonly accepted that when using small collinear visual stimuli for probing the early visual system and its spatial computational structure, two regimes of visual integration are present (for reviews see Dresp, 1999; Polat, 1999) . The first is called short-range and the second long-range because they give behaviorally different results with respect to the spatial separation of the stimuli. The short range seems to be sensitive to the contrast and polarity of the stimuli (e.g., Dresp, 1993; Morgan & Dresp, 1995; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Solomon, Watson, & Morgan, 1999; Wehrhahn & Dresp, 1998; Zenger & Sagi, 1996) while the long range is considered to be polarity and contrast insensitive (Brincat & Westheimer, 2000; Tzvetanov & Dresp, 2002; Wehrhahn & Dresp, 1998) .
Both short-and long-range interactions are present with different types of visual stimuli: Gabor patches (e.g., Polat, 1999; Polat & Sagi, 1993 , 1994 Zenger & Sagi, 1996) , and lines/points (e.g., Brincat & Westheimer, 2000; Dresp, 1993; Dresp, 1999; Morgan & Dresp, 1995; Wehrhahn & Dresp, 1998) . There is a problem when comparing the results using line/points stimuli with those using Gabor stimuli; the two spatial regimes are not defined in the same manner. In one case it corresponds to multiples of wavelength (Gabors) and in the other to the border-to-border angular separation between the visual elements (lines/points).
In the following, we show that the two definitions do not correspond to identical spatial ranges. We propose how to transform Gabor data in order to make appropriate comparisons with the data for line stimuli, and, we analyze the hypothesis that Gabor and line stimuli should bring the same information about lateral interactions in the visual system. 2. Short-and long-range definition
Standardly used definitions
The experimentalists using lines and points define the regimes with respect to the spatial gap between the stimuli and report their boundary to be between 0.167 and 0.4 deg (Brincat & Westheimer, 2000; Dresp, 1993; Tzvetanov & Dresp, 2002; Yu & Levi, 1997; Wehrhahn & Dresp, 1998) . The experimentalists using Gabor patches define the boundary with respect to the wavelength, the value of 2-3k being the commonly accepted ''border'' (Polat, 1999, pp. 145 & 150) .
Differences of definition between type of stimuli
For line/point stimuli, ''short-'' and ''long-range'' regimes correspond to the separation beyond which polarity and contrast of the two stimuli do not affect the interactions (being always facilitative). An important fact is that both regimes are defined for spatially ''separated'' stimuli, i.e., the short-range being present between zero (abutting stimuli) and about half of a degree of visual angle. For the Gabor stimuli, it is known that the boundary of 2-3k corresponds to the point where, for larger separations, the stimuli start to be visually separated (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, in this case, the ''short-'' and ''long-range'' terms correspond to the two simple cases where the stimuli are superimposed (''short'') and spatially segregated (''long''). From this point of view, for Gabor stimuli, it is normal that suppression is observed in the short-range regime since the stimuli are totally or partially superimposed. The experimental task is then a contrast discrimination instead of contrast detection.
If carefulness is taken about these definitions, then one should use three regimes of spatial interactions instead of two, one where the stimuli are superimposed, and two others for spatially separated stimuli. The last two are dissociated due to the effects of contrast and polarity of the stimuli, and we propose to use for them the line/point stimuli definitions: ''short-'' and ''long-range'' regimes.
Re-interpreting lateral interactions
We decided to reinterpret all data in terms of the visual gap between the stimuli. Confronted with the different contrast measures used by the studies, all data were transformed to a common variable which we define as the proportion of threshold variation (PTV). This value is simply the proportion of variation of target's contrast threshold with respect to the control condition 1 :
PTV ¼ threshold for test condition threshold for control condition À 1.
Negative values indicate that subjects needed less contrast for detecting the target in the test condition compared to the control (facilitative lateral interactions), and positive values indicate that subjects needed more contrast for detecting the target (masking, sometimes called suppressive interactions). In the following, initially the transformed results with line stimuli are re-plotted, and then follow the transformed results for Gabor stimuli.
Line stimuli results
Tzvetanov and Dresp (2002) showed that when a small line segment had to be detected within the presence of a second (nearly twice as long) collinear inducing line, a general facilitation effect was present at larger separations, but not at the shortest. The shortest separations gave facilitation or no effect, as a function of the contrast of the inducing line. Their results are transformed and re-plotted in Fig. 2 . At short distances, for the low contrast inducing line, a strong facilitation (negative PTV values) is observed. With increasing visual gap, a plateau of constant facilitation up to around 2.5 deg is present. For the high contrast inducing line the shortest distances show almost no facilitation and with increasing spatial separations the plateau of constant facilitation of about 20-30 percent reappears (values of À0.2 to À0.3 of threshold variation). These data show an upper border of ''short-'' and ''long-range'' separations around 0.5 deg.
Gabor-patch results
The use of Gabor patches makes the definition of the spatial separation difficult in terms of visual gap between stimuli because there is no physical border between the stimuli. However, from a purely visual viewpoint, it seems that at a spatial separation center-to-center between the Gabor patches of approximately 2r they start to be spatially non-overlapping (if they have the same standard deviation, see Fig. 1 ). Thereafter, we decided to compute the visual gap by defining the border of a Gabor stimulus at one SD from the center, and used the following formula: Fig. 1 . Examples of Gabor stimuli commonly used in the psychophysical literature with two Gabors (above and below) flanking the target Gabor (center). Spatial separations from left to right: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5k with respect to the centers of the stimuli.
with k the wavelength, and r the SD of the Gabor stimulus. This gives an approximate estimate of the visual gap in between, whatever wavelength and bandwidth are used. Thus, clearly regarding spatial separation, the data points have very different steps between conditions.
Constant facilitation at long distances
The data presented in Fig. 3 of Polat and Sagi (1993) are re-plotted in Fig. 3A using the above formula for distance and the transformed proportion of threshold variation. In these results, the authors used four different wavelengths, from 0.075 to 0.3 deg, and the stimuli were oriented vertically. It seems that the facilitation (negative values) of target detection is present at very short spatial separations but also at distances as large as 1-1.5 deg for the Gabors with k = 0.3 deg. As already mentioned, the suppressive effect (positive values) is present only when the stimuli are partially or totally superimposed. It is worthwhile to note that the facilitation is stronger at the shortest distances. Polat and Sagi (1994) reported a very interesting learning effect on the spatial interactions. They showed that the facilitation observed at longer distances is much stronger when the subjects had a previous experience involving stimuli at least partially superimposed (within the 0-2k range). This learning effect was not present if subjects were trained only with spatially separated stimuli. Here we use data from two of their subjects when the learning was accomplished and facilitation was present. The results are re-plotted in Fig. 3B . A strong facilitation is observed for short distances, rapidly increasing up to a plateau of about 20-30 percent of facilitation (À0.2 to À0.3 threshold variation) present up to distances of 1.5 deg. An important fact is that their previous results Polat and Sagi, 1993 with same wavelengths do not show this long distance effect, i.e., the learning considerably increased the spatial range of interactions. Comparing Figs. 3A and B shows that for the high spatial frequencies a plateau of constant facilitation is present in the later results, starting at about 0.25-0.3 deg of visual gap.
Woods, Nugent, and Peli (2002) studied lateral interactions by varying the spatial frequency when size was fixed at the wavelength (r = k), and then when size was a multiple of the wavelength. Their first results, with equalized wavelength and bandwidth, are re-plotted in Fig. 3C . A general strong facilitation is observed for short distances (À0.4 to À0.6), decreasing up to a plateau of about À0.2 to À0.3. They also measured the effect of varying the size of the stimulus for a fixed spatial frequency. These data are re-plotted in terms of spatial separation in Fig. 3D . For the highest frequency (k = 0.125), the measures show a general trend of stronger facilitation at shorter distances decreasing with longer separations. Given that they measured separations from 2 to 6k, the high spatial frequencies do not have data at further visual gaps than about 0.5 deg, and the low spatial frequencies do not have measurements at short separations.
Contrast and polarity effects
Effects of contrast of flanking elements and opposite polarity stimuli are used for defining the ''short-'' and ''long-range'' regimes of line/point types of stimuli (Brincat & Westheimer, 2000; Dresp, 1993; Morgan & Dresp, 1995; Tzvetanov & Dresp, 2002; Yu & Levi, 1997) . The question arises of the presence of these effects with Gabors. Interesting data with opposite-phase Gabors, studied by Zenger and Sagi (1996) and Solomon et al. (1999) were reanalyzed. We re-plot their data by computing the mean contrast threshold variation over all high contrast flankers they used, for the three distances they tested (2, 3 and 4k).
The resulting values are presented in Fig. 3C with black symbols. It is evident that these interactions, when considered in terms of visual gap between the stimuli, are much less facilitative at the shortest distances than for samephase Gabors. This is in complete agreement with the studies using line/point stimuli at very short separations, where opposite polarities do not show strong facilitative effects.
The effect on target detection with increasing flanker's contrast was studied by Zenger and Sagi (1996) , and for ''abutting'' Gabors they obtained no threshold variation for the highest flanker contrasts they used (their Fig. 4 , left column, using k = r = 0.15). This is in agreement with Tzvetanov and Dresp (2002) results for high inducer contrast for abutting lines (see Fig. 2 ).
Discussion
It was shown that not two but three regimes of lateral interactions should be considered because of the experimental effects observed in each range of separations: a regime where superposition of stimuli is present, and two other regimes for spatially separated stimuli. We proposed to define the short-and long-range regimes for spatially separated stimuli, and to differentiate them at a spatial gap between stimuli of about one third to half a degree of visual angle.
In the short-range regime, polarity and flanker contrast effects seen in the line/point literature are present within the Gabor data. The plateau of constant facilitation observed for the line stimuli is more difficult to observe for the Gabor data analyzed here because in these articles the spatial interactions were measured as a function of k, and rarely further than 6k. Nevertheless, one paper using ''high'' spatial frequencies (k = 0.075, 0.15 deg) and sufficiently longer separations showed this plateau, and when the distance was expressed in terms of visual gap similar transition region between ''short'' and ''long-range'' regimes is found. It is noteworthy that they obtained the plateau after a very specific learning procedure. Sadly, the other studies reported and analyzed here did not use a wider range of spatial separations, but in their data the short-range effects are present. Thus, the definition of the ''short-'' and ''longrange'' regimes of the line stimuli is also valid for the results of the Gabor stimuli.
The results with Gabors of ''low'' spatial frequencies (k = 0.25, 0.5) degrees are more intriguing. We started with the idea that it is the spatial separation in terms of angular distance in degrees which is important. Thus, we expected that all Gabor stimuli results will present a short-and long-range behavior. A problem arises about these low spatial frequencies data because of the big angular steps used as separations when expressed in degrees, and essentially no measurements in the short-range regime. Thus, these data are not completely satisfactory from this point of view, but it is normal given that the experiments were not set up for the hypothesis analyzed here.
Following this reinterpretation, the problem arises of how to consider the possible scale invariance of the interactions. Since Woods et al. (2002) showed no global scale invariance of these interactions as a function of size, our Fig. 1 , varying the frequency of the stimulus (k = r, means of three subjects), Zenger and Sagi (1996) with opposite polarity stimuli (their Fig. 4 , right column), and Solomon et al. (1999) . (D) Woods et al. (2002) data, their Figs. 2 and 3. Size of the Gabor stimulus was varied (r was a multiple of k, see legend, means of two subjects). Results for two spatial frequencies: 8 and 2 cpd. Results for same phases Gabors from Polat and Sagi (1993, 1994) in graphics (A and B), and from Woods et al. (2002) in graphics (C and D). The opposite phases Gabor results of Zenger and Sagi (1996) and Solomon et al. (1999) are added in graphic (C). The spatial frequencies and sizes are indicated in the legends or subcaptions. Plot conventions as in Fig. 2. approach of visual gap as the defining factor can reconcile with this idea. Scale invariance might be present for the short-and long-range regimes, and further work about this issue should give an answer.
